The Aircraft Bench

In 2020, how are you celebrating the Battle of Britain?

This early WWII Bristol Blenheim provides a themed resting point

This aircraft bench is an amazing way of celebrating your WWII airfield. With an artistic interpretation of an aircraft (like this Bristol Blenheim), you will be creating an uplifting and inspiring feature to remember your airfield’s unique history. Choose one of our aircraft designs or ask us to produce something specific to your site; something special, in solid, durable, local timber.

There were hundreds of airfields across the UK in WWII. The vast majority of them have disappeared with housing and agricultural development. Let’s not forget the sacrifice of our countrymen.

If you are managing or developing a greenspace, what better way to acknowledge your local history than with an aircraft bench made using sustainable English timber from our workshop?

British Craftsmanship
The aircraft model you choose will be handcrafted to a scale that suits your site. Our skilled craftsmen use sustainable, English timber to make these solid benches that withstand weathering and vandalism.

Creating a Barracuda Fighter in our workshop

There are no visible fixings above the bench and the robust design is put together to give a smooth, sanded and oiled surface. With an artistic interpretation of an aircraft, the bench will capture your visitors’ imaginations.
Working with British Timber
By selecting high quality and durable timber, we are able to guarantee our benches for 10 years and expect them to be enjoyed for much longer. The wings of the aircraft benches are made from at least two-inch (50 mm) thick timbers. Due to their sizeable dimensions, any graffiti or damage can be sanded off and the bench re-oiled.

Fairey Barracuda Fighter

The aircraft bench can be secured to hard surfaces or lawns using a range of robust techniques. Our normal seat height is 18 inches (450 mm) above ground level.

A Picture Bench with a view
We have a wide range of bench styles, if you are looking for a more traditional form of seating visit www.greenspace.co.uk for design ideas. For example, with our carved bench we can add a view, your local features, a view or key historic images to help you interpret your area and its unique story.

Fairey Barracuda Fighter

The aircraft bench can be secured to hard surfaces or lawns using a range of robust techniques. Our normal seat height is 18 inches (450 mm) above ground level.

Ellie Harrison (Countryfile presenter) with HRH Prince Charles on a carved Greenspace Designs Picture Bench

Fundraising for Community Projects
We are happy to work alongside your local community to carve their designs onto your bench. If you don’t quite have the funds for your project, you may wish to utilise our fundraising service.

Horsa Glider used to carry troops

Costs

Aircraft bench:
- 10 ft (3 m) wingspan £2,500 plus delivery, installation & VAT
- 16 ft (5 m) wingspan £3,500 plus delivery, installation & VAT

Picture bench:
7ft (2.2 m) long £2,450 plus delivery, installation & VAT

Installation service: £300 per bench plus VAT
Delivery: £2 per mile plus VAT from EX20 4HX

Fundraising Service: We have a professional fundraiser who can help you raise the additional budget you need for a 12% commission of the funds successfully raised.

Note: timber sculptures are made from a local, sustainably produced living material that will crack and split to a minor degree as they settle into a new location. This is a natural process that does not detract from the form or the function of the product.